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Did you learn something today that will change your 

practice?
• Really enjoyed interactive

• To use CFM more

• Interpreting seizures in Aeeg

• Yes

• Trial

• Importance of transcutaneous co2 monitoring on neuro development

• It was very beneficial to hear feedback from parents and how they felt on their journey

• Yes. Not to rush in and commence cooling so quickly

• Parents view of repatriation

• Yes, lots thank you so much

• Interpretation of EEG & CFM

• Yes. Not relying solely on CFM. Will ask for an EEG as well where possible

• Not to change practice but enlarging on current knowledge

• Yes! A lot of it

• Yes, there’s a lot I learned today! Spot the seizure definitely are helpful

• Learn to read EEG

• The importance of not rewarming before the 72 hours and how detrimental this can be for babies

• Using aEEG much more and advocating for starting active cooling in a level 2

• I have never cared for a cooling baby with CFM, so it was all beneficial

• I was reminded to be mindful of parent communication during transfers. I feel more confident with reading the CFM. Interesting to know about the studies

• Yes, I was able to understand how to read CFM traces better and found the session from Sarah and Chris really interesting. Thank you!

• It was the experience for the parents who was transferred from level 3 to level 2. How we can improve on our practise as I work on a level 2 unit and how we can 

support them in their lifes journey

• Learnt a bit more on the interpretation of the raw EEG



Did you learn something today that will change your 

practice?

• Excellent study day to refresh knowledge on HIE and CFM which is something we don’t nurse on an everyday basis. This was my f irst virtual study day and I really found it very 

informative, a lot of information to feedback to my colleagues. Thanks for organising it.

• To use CFM more and to learn to interpret

• Better interpretation of aEEGs

• Yes more knowledge on cooling CFM and how to read the EEG

• How important transcutaneous co2 monitoring is on neuroprotection

• Yes, all very interesting

• Highlighted the importance of parent communication

• Initial stabilisation temperature management is very important

• Refresh knowledge

• Trails

• Yes. Be more vigilant on handling babies with CFM

• The criteria for cooling and management CFM

• Yes was unaware that a ‘criteria c’ had been added to the cooling algorithm



Is there any other feedback that you can give us which can improve the sessions 

on this day?

• More bite sessions

• No thank you

• Maybe have some more interactive parts throughout to help break it up a little bit

• Found the EEG discussion perhaps not quite relevant to practice as only 3 EEG monitors in UK. Would have liked more focus on aEEG

• Excellent study day

• Perfect mix of sessions

• Thank you

• None

• No

• None. Good program and right duration and number of talks

• I would have liked to have had slido in place prior to the start

• Recruit more speakers

• The Slido answering system works very well

• Nothing-apart from ensuring the right link for the meeting is sent out to everyone. Thank you so much for organising. Really great day, good length and amazing 

presenters

• Make the aEEG and EEG interpretation session longer, so there is more time to explain the anatomy and physiology, etc. Same for cooling if it could have been 20 

minutes longer

• It was a good session with just the right information

• Was really interesting, thank you. I would encourage to use Slido for other study days as was really helpful to be able to join in anonymously and not worry about 

getting it wrong.

• Keep up the good work. Thank you!!

• Maybe a switch in the time slots for the parents and the co2 monitoring sessions

• No the study day covered enough to fulfil my learning needs

• No, Thank you

• No, it was an excellent study day, very informative and interactive

• None

• Excellent balance of topics and presenters



Is there any other feedback that you can give us which can improve the sessions 

on this day?

• Excellent study day

• It was fantastic overall

• Very informative!

• Fixing the appropriate place of needled placement for new colleagues

• Really liked the participatory element of the study day

• For the parent talk, I think the content should also be focused on what could be improved rather than sharing what they don’t like just because they don’t like some things or 

that because their demands are not met

• No, though it was great. Thanks




